Highland Breeze 1501 Threading Guide
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1. Pretension Knob and Thread Tube – Feed the thread through the corresponding guides(s)
on the thread tree; go to the right and between the discs on the pre-tension knob. Now thread
down through the thread tube using the provided threading tool.
2. Metal Tab – Slide thread under this tab on the right.
3. Sensor Wheel – Wrap the thread down and around the wheel clockwise one full time then go
down, following the white line/arrows, around one or two posts (depending on the needle
number).
4. Main Tension Knob – Wrap the thread clockwise around the knob then go down following
the white lines/arrows as you go around one or two silver posts. Note that as you move across the
machine, the thread path will change starting on needle #9. Follow the white lines and arrows to
ensure that you are threading the machine properly.
5. Metal Tab – See Number 1.

6. Check Spring/Take up lever – Go past the take up lever in the slot to the right of it. Then go
down and around the bottom of that slot to go back up to the take up lever. Thread the take up
lever from right to left, then go down to the white thread guide below.
7. Thread Guide – Thread the white thread guide beneath.
8. Presser Foot and Needle – Feed the thread behind the small hook above the eye of the
needle, then thread the eye of the needle and put the thread down through the presser foot and up
to the horizontal spring. You can use the small blade next to it to cut the excess thread.

Note to Operator: Depending on the needle number that you are working on, the thread path
may change (starting at needle #9) as you go around the tension knobs and silver posts. Please
follow the white lines and arrows to ensure that you are threading each needle properly.

